The Migration Support Center (ZAV), a department of the German Federal Employment Agency, in cooperation with EURES, is recruiting and placing employees who are interested in working in Germany.

On behalf of several German employers we are looking for:

**Cooks (m/f)**

Our employers are hotels and restaurants of different categories, mainly in southern and northern Germany. Seasonal work as well as longer working periods are offered.

You may apply if fulfill the following requirements:

- Finished apprenticeship
- or
- at least several years of professional experience
  (Gardeing, Entremetier, Saussier, Patissier)
- a good level of German language skills (minimum A 2)

**Terms and Conditions:**

- Duration: seasonal jobs or long-term employment
- Working Hours: approx 40 hours/week
- Room and board: by employers assistance
- Gross salary: depends on tariff according to collective wage agreement and on your experience

Please send your application by e-mail in German (or English) language. Your CV will be forwarded to employers who are interested in your profile.

For further information or assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Welcome to Germany

ZAV – Migration Support Center

The Migration Support Center (ZAV), a department of the German Federal Employment Agency, in cooperation with EURES, is recruiting and placing employees who are interested in working in Germany.

On behalf of several German employers we are looking for:

Hotel Specialists (m/f)

Our employers are hotels of different categories up to international hotel chains. Seasonal work as well as longer working periods are offered.

You may apply if you fulfill the following requirements:

- finished apprenticeship in the hotel and tourism sector
- work experience (beneficial)
- good level of German language skills (minimum C 1)
- good English skills

You will find the following conditions:

- positions in hotels at the coast, in the mountains as well as in big cities
- working hours: approx. 40 hours per week (overtime possible)
- room and board: assistance by employers
- gross salary: depending on tariff according to collective wage agreement and on your experience

Please send your application form by e-mail in German (or English) language. Your CV will be forwarded to employers who are interested in your profile.

For further information or assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us

Zentrale Auslands- und Fachvermittlung (ZAV) · Villemomblertstr. 76 · 53123 Bonn · Deutschland
Telefon: +49 228 713-1313 · E-Mail: zav@arbeitsagentur.de
www.zav.de
The Migration Support Center (ZAV), a department of the German Federal Employment Agency, in cooperation with EURES, is recruiting and placing employees who are interested in working in Germany.

On behalf of several German employers we are looking for:

**Receptionist (m/f)**

Our employers are hotels of different categories up to international hotel chains. Seasonal work as well as longer working periods are offered.

You may apply if you fulfill the following requirements:

- finished apprenticeship in the hotel and tourism sector and minimum two years of professional experience as a receptionist
- knowledge of established hotel reservation systems
- communicative and cultivated appearance, organizing ability
- knowledge of check in/check out, invoicing
- good level of German language skills (minimum C 1)

You will find the following conditions:

- positions in hotels at the coast, in the mountains as well as in big cities
- working hours: approx. 40 hours per week (overtime possible)
- room and board: assistance by employers
- gross salary: depending on tariff according to collective wage agreement and on your experience)

Please send your application by e-mail in German (or English) language. Your CV will be forwarded to employers who are interested in your profile.

For further information or assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Welcome to Germany

ZAV – Migration Support Center

The Migration Support Center (ZAV), a department of the German Federal Employment Agency, in cooperation with EURES, is recruiting and placing employees who are interested in working in Germany.

On behalf of several German employers we are looking for:

Restaurants Specialists (m/f)

Our employers are restaurants, caterers or hotels hotels of different categories up to international hotel chains. Seasonal work as well as longer working periods and permanent contracts of employment are offered.

You may apply if you fulfill the following requirements:

- Finished apprenticeship or at least several years of professional experience
- good English skills (not required but beneficial)
- a good level of German language skills (minimum B 1 or better)

Terms and Conditions:

- Duration: seasonal jobs or long-term employment
- Working Hours: approx 40 hours/week
- Room and board: by employers assistance
- Gross salary: depends on tariff according to collective wage agreement and on your experience

Please send your application by e-mail in German (or English) language. Your CV will be forwarded to employers who are interested in your profile.
The Migration Support Center (ZAV), a department of the German Federal Employment Agency, in cooperation with EURES, is recruiting and placing employees who are interested in working in Germany.

On behalf of several German employers we are looking for:

**Service Staff / Waiter (m/f)**

Our employers are hotels and restaurants of different categories, mainly in southern and northern Germany. Seasonal work as well as longer working periods are offered.

You may apply if fulfill the following requirements:

- Finished apprenticeship
  or
  at least several years of professional experience
  (à-la-carte-Service, Invoicing, Guestrelation)
- good English skills
- a good level of German language skills (minimum B 2 or better)

Terms and Conditions:

- Duration: seasonal jobs or long-term employment
- Working Hours: approx 40 hours/week
- Room and board: by employers assistance
- Gross salary: depends on tariff according to collective wage agreement and on your experience

Please send your application by e-mail in German (or English) language. Your CV will be forwarded to employers who are interested in your profile.

For further information or assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.